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to 60 �C quadrupled the value of 20 �C
tests.
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the strain sensing response after 60 �C
heating.

� Maximum gage factor was obtained
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saturation degree.

� Low and constant gage factors were
measured between 20 and 50%
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Cement composites with hybrid conductive fillers carbon nanotubes (CNT) and graphite products (GP),
have been tested as strain sensors under varying temperatures (0 �C–60 �C), and moisture conditions
(0%–100% saturation degree (SD)). Cement pastes with 1% CNT and 5% GP (purified expanded graphite)
presented resistivity values between 50 and 75 Ohm�cm, and their strain sensing response was observed
to be independent of the loading conditions. However, the gage factor increased up to four times for
higher temperatures, and was influenced by the temperature time history. Gage factors were also
increased when drying the material up to a SD of 71% or with entirely dried samples.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction service life, or also to optimize retrofitting interventions [1].
Structural health monitoring systems could be design to control
the performance of a structure to warrant safety and a proper
Despite the multiple typologies of strain sensors (piezoelectric
ceramic sensors, optic fiber sensors, or strain gages), their
durability is limited [2–4]. Cement based sensors appeared as an
interesting alternative, and can be easily obtained by doping the
cement matrix with a conductive admixture, e.g. carbon fibers
(CF), nanofibers (CNF) or nanotubes (CNT) [5–7]. The addition of
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Table 1
Main properties of CNT (provided by Arkema).

Description CCVD Multi-wall Carbon Nanotubes

Appearance Black powder
Powder

characteristics
Apparent density
Mean agglomerate size
Weight loss at 105 �C

50–150 kg/m3

200–500 lm
<1%

CNT characteristics C content
Free amorphous
carbon
Mean number of walls
Outer mean diameter
Length

>90 wt%
Not detectable (SEM/
TEM)
5–15
10–15 nm
0.1–10 lm
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a conductive material improves the electrical conductivity of the
composite, becoming a multifunctional material that can be
applied to many other functionalities, such as deicing or as anode
in electrochemical techniques [8–11]. The possibility of correlating
the changes in the materials resistivity with their strain (and con-
sequently stress and loads) makes them undoubtedly interesting
for structural health monitoring purposes. This property is com-
monly known as strain-sensing and has been vastly studied over
the last years [12–17].

The response of a sensor (strain gages or optic fiber) is usually
affected by temperature, which should be controlled for an accu-
rate strain measure. In addition, the need to achieve an adequate
workability of the fresh mix usually implies the overdose of water,
compared to what is strictly necessary to fully develop the hydra-
tion reactions. Hence, capillary porosity is developed, which is,
responsible for the transport of aggressive substances phenomena,
and ultimately the electrical conductivity of plain concrete. There
are only a few studies that address temperature and moisture
effects combined, in cement based sensors [18,19]. The electrical
conductivity of a cement composite is a combination of electrolytic
and electronic conductions, corresponding to the pore solution and
conductive admixture respectively, and also tunnel effect between
close conductive fibers or particles. The electrolytic conductivity
largely depends on the degree of saturation and the temperature.
Nevertheless, Dong et al. [20] concluded that the strain sensing
capacity of a cement composite with carbon black addition was
not significantly affected by temperature changes between 20 �C
and 100 �C. On the other hand, Demircilioglu et al [21] detected
that differences in thermal expansion coefficients between brass
fibers and cement matrix may produce internal microcracks that
affect the strain sensing response. Allam et al. [22] used partially
dried cement composites in order to improve the strain sensing
response of the material. Despite there is not a consensus on the
strain sensing response affected by humidity changes, it is clear
that very despair results will be obtained depending on the water
saturation degree [23].

Regarding the design of the strain-sensing material itself,
hybrid filler reinforcement is used to combine properties of one
or more fillers in the composite. The use of filler materials with dif-
ferent sizes (e.g. fibers with high aspect ratio and particles), can
reduce the amount of material necessary to achieve percolation,
and potentially improve their strain-sensing response [24,25].
Besides, additions like CNT or carbon fibers are usually costly,
while conductive particles can be byproducts from industrial pro-
cesses, therefore a double benefit can be obtained minimizing costs
and recycling wastes [26]. There are different studies that report an
improvement in the piezoresistive response of hybrids with fibers
of different size (CF and CNT) from the point of view of results and
repeatability [27,28]. On the other hand, Konsta-Gdoutos and Aza
[29] studied the sensing function in cementitious composites with
the hybrid addition of both CNT and CNF for an amplified strain
sensitivity of the material. Loamrat et al. [30] reported the effect
of carbon fiber and graphite powder on resistivity of cement-
based sensor under compression. Finally, Alonso and Puentes
[31] demonstrated the self-protection and self-sensing functional-
ities of self-compacted concrete containing carbon nanotubes
(CNT) and carbon microfibers (CMF) as hybrid system.

This work is part of a research project aimed at the develop-
ment of nano-engineered cement composites with functional
application in transport infrastructures. In order to develop strain
sensors, conductive cement pastes with the hybrid addition of
CNT and graphite (GP) were selected based on their respective
good results in other applications [10,32]. Once the electrical con-
ductivity had been optimized by testing different types of graphite
and different dosages of GP and CNT, the strain sensing response of
the material was characterized under different conditions. The
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strain sensing response at different temperature (between 0 �C
and 60 �C) was tested. And the influence of internal humidity con-
tent was studied at different water saturations degrees (SD), first
with saturated samples (100%SD) and progressively drying until
specimens were totally dried (0%SD). Both studies were designed
to give a wide range of external conditions, in order to simulate
real service scenarios for the developed sensors.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials and specimen’s preparation

The experimental campaign of this research was divided into
four different studies. First, the influence of the conductive admix-
tures on the resistivity of the composites was assessed in order to
define an adequate proportion of conductive admixtures of the
hybrid composite. Once the composite’s dosage was defined, its
strain sensing capacity was studied under different loading condi-
tions. The third and fourth stages were focused on the assessment
of the effect of temperature and water content in the strain sensing
response of the hybrid composites.

For this purpose, different cement composites were prepared
with a combination of two conductive nano-additions, carbon nan-
otubes (CNT) and graphite particles. All cement pastes were pre-
pared with Portland cement type UNE-EN 197-1 CEM I 52.5R
(supplied by Cemex España S.A.), distilled water and superplasti-
cizer Sika Viscocrete 20-HE. The conductive admixtures were CNT
type Graphistrength C100 supplied by Arkema (see main character-
istics in Table 1), and graphite products (GP) supplied by Superior
graphite (type ABG1010 and 2939APH (Table 2 includes a summary
of their main properties). Initially, in order to determine the effect
of each conductive admixture in the electrical resistivity, cement
pastes were prepared with CNT content between 0% and 2% (with
respect to cement mass), or graphite particles between 0% and
10% (with respect to cement mass). All these dosages maintained
a water/cement ratio of 0.5, and the superplasticizer dosage was
slightly modified to adjust the fresh mix workability. Afterwards,
different hybrid combinations of CNT and a single type of graphite
were tested. Finally, in the strain sensing study, the optimal dosage
based on prior results was selected, which included 1% of CNT and
5% of ABG1010, and a w/c ratio of 0.4.

The correct dispersion of CNT in the cement matrix has a very
significant importance in the electrical conductivity and sensing
response of the composite [33,34]. To guarantee a proper disper-
sion of the nano-additions in the cement matrix a previously tested
method was applied [35,36]. Before including CNT in the mix a
two-step procedure was followed. First, CNT were poured with
part of the mixing water in a shear mixer for ten minutes, then
they were treated with an ultrasonic device (type Hielscher
UP200S) for another ten minutes. The graphite products
(ABG1010 and 2939APH) were only treated with ultrasounds. Once
the conductive additions had been dispersed in water, the mixing
procedure in the European Standard UNE-EN 196–3:2017 was used



Table 2
Graphite products: Purified Expanded Graphite ABG1010 and Purified Natural Flake
Graphite 2939APH (provided by Superior Graphite).

Graphite Product ABG1010 2939APH

Appearance Black powder Black powder
True density (g/cm3) 2.25 2.25
Surface Area BET (m2/g) 22 9
LOI 99.95% 99.95%
C content >90 wt% >90 wt%
Particle Size Distribution d10 (mm) 3.3 3.9
Particle Size Distribution d50 (mm) 9.8 9.0
Particle Size Distribution d90 (mm) 40.2 16.9
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to prepare the cement pastes. After mixing the materials for five
minutes, the paste was poured into prismatic molds to fabricate
4x4x16 cm3 specimens, which were kept for 24 h in controlled
environment (20 �C and relative humidity > 95%). Afterwards all
specimens were demolded and kept in the same temperature
and humidity conditions to fulfill a 28 days curing period.

2.2. Experimental tests in laboratory conditions

The electrical resistivity of the specimens was measured as
shown in Fig. 1. Four electrical contacts were wrapped around the
cross sections. Each electrode comprised a silver paint coating
and a copper wire to make the connection with the electronic
devices. A DC current source was connected to the outer electrodes,
while the voltage between the inner electrodes was registered
using a digital multimeter. Hence, electrical resistance can be calcu-
lated applying the Ohm’s law, and resistivity can be obtained con-
sidering the specimen’s geometry (length and cross section).

In the strain sensing tests, the load was applied in the longitu-
dinal direction of the sample. The electrical resistance was
obtained as shown in Fig. 1, and the mechanical response was con-
trolled with a strain gage attached to the middle section to mea-
sure longitudinal strains. The sensing capacity is usually
evaluated by means of the gage factor (GF), which is defined as
the electrical resistivity change to strain ratio, as defined in eq. (1).

GF ¼ ðDq=q0Þ=e � ðDR=R0Þ=e ð1Þ
where DR and Dq are the change on electrical resistance and resis-
tivity respectively; R0 and q0 are their corresponding initial values;
and e is the longitudinal strain. It is commonly accepted that the
change in resistivity and resistance may be equivalent, as the effect
of the dimensional changes in the sample may be negligible.
Nonetheless in a preliminary approach, the influence of the strain
field was assessed considering that uniaxial stress state was applied
to the sample:

T ¼
rx 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

2
64

3
75 ¼

F=A 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

2
64

3
75 ð2Þ
Fig. 1. Electrical contacts for resistivity measure of 4x4x16 cm3 specimens.
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whererx is the longitudinal stress (axial force F/cross section area A).
Therefore, applying the Hooke’s law, the strains in the three direc-
tions ex; ey; ez

� �
can be easily obtained knowing the elastic modulus

E and the Poisson’s ratio m of the material:

D ¼
ex 0 0
0 ey 0
0 0 ez

2
64

3
75 ¼

rx=E 0 0
0 �mrx=E 0
0 0 �mrx=E

2
64

3
75 ð3Þ

Then, deformations of the longitudinal and transverse dimen-
sions can be obtained according to Eq. (4) to account for the
changes of the geometry of the samples, and their influence on
the observed resistivity changes.

Dlx ¼
R Length
0 exdx ¼ rx

E lx

Dly ¼ Dlz ¼
Rwidth
0 eydx ¼ �m rx

E ly
ð4Þ
2.3. Evaluation of the environmental conditions on the strain sensing
response

After the characterization of the strain sensing capacity of the
hybrid cement composites, the effect of temperature and water
content of the material was evaluated. Fig. 2 shows the experimen-
tal setup for the tests with controlled temperature. Samples were
tested in a mechanical press with a thermally insulated chamber,
model MUF 401, supplied by Servosis. The air temperature inside
the chamber can be controlled in the range between �10 �C and
150 �C. The electrical resistivity was monitored as previously
explained in the tests with laboratory conditions. Besides the
strains related to the applied stress, samples suffered additional
thermal strains due to temperature changes. Hence, in order to
control this effect a second specimen was put into the chamber.
This sample was not loaded, and its strain gage registered only
the thermal strains, which can be eliminated from the measured
of the loaded specimen. In addition, ambient temperature and sur-
face temperature of both specimens was measured with Pt-100
type temperature sensors. Also in the control sample a small drill
was made to put a thermocouple in its center to control possible
thermal gradients. In order to limit the effect of water loss related
to sample’s heating, the temperatures were fixed between 0 �C and
60 �C (with 20 �C increments).

Finally, the effect of water saturation was studied. For this pur-
pose, samples were initially saturated and progressively dried in
different conditions (40 �C, 50 �C and 100 �C). During this process,
the following properties were controlled: water loss, electrical
resistivity, elastic modulus and strain sensing response.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effect of conductive admixtures in the conductivity of cement
matrices

Before preparing any hybrid cement composite (with CNT and
GP) the effect of all three conductive materials as the sole doping
admixture was addressed. In order to optimize the dosage of a con-
ductive admixture, the percolation phenomena was studied.

The first goal of this study was to carry out preliminary compat-
ibility tests between the carbon-based materials considered in this
research, CNT and GP, and the addressed cement matrices. The
electrical percolation threshold (EPT) can be defined as the neces-
sary amount of conductive material (CNT or GP in this case) to
create a continuous path for the electrical current. When percola-
tion phenomena begins, the electrical resistivity of the composite
drops several orders of magnitude for increasing CNT or GP vol-
umes. When percolation ends, it would be useless to increase the



Fig. 2. Experimental setup for strain sensing tests with temperature control. Press with thermally insulated chamber for the tests of one sample, while monitoring the
thermal strains of a second specimen.
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CNT or GP amount because conductivity is not significantly chan-
ged anymore [37]. Fig. 3 shows the effect of CNT content in the
material’s resistivity for cement pastes tested just after the 28-
days curing period. Percolation started at CNT dosages beyond 1%
(with respect to cement mass). At that point, the addition of
another conductive particle (usually waste or cheaper materials)
can be used to benefit from the synergy between both materials
as proven with different types of materials, even non-carbon addi-
tions [38]. In this case, the objective was to include GP in order to
reduce the CNT amount necessary to obtain high conductivity.

On the other hand, cement pastes with purified expanded gra-
phite (ABG1010) or purified natural flake Graphite (2939APH)
were tested to observe their influence on the overall resistivity.
In this case, besides the resistivity measurements after the
water-saturated curing of 28 days, samples were kept in laboratory
conditions and samples were naturally dried during another
month. The difference in the aspect ratio of GP with respect to
CNT makes more difficult to establish electronic conductive paths,
and the resistivity of the material is more influenced by the elec-
trolytic conduction of the pore solution [39]. Fig. 4 summarizes
the effect of both types of GP in the conductivity at each humidity
condition. First, if the saturated specimens after the curing are
compared, an increase of GP% could not be directly related to an
improvement of the conductivity of the composite. The addition
of GP highly modifies the consistency and workability of the result-
ing mixes. Despite the superplasticizer amount was adjusted
between batches, workability differences were observed. There-
fore, the internal pore distribution and overall porosity could have
been affected, and both factors influence the aforementioned elec-
trolytic conduction. Compared with the control sample, only the
0
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Fig. 3. Percolation threshold curves corresponding to cement paste specimens with
different percentages of CNT. Curing time: 28 days.
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dosage with 10% of ABG1010 could reduce the electrical resistivity
in saturated conditions. An explanation should be found in its par-
ticle size and surface area BET (m2/g), as shown before in Table 2,
in which ABG1010 particles are bigger and has 22 m2/g against
only 9 m2/g for the 2939APH. Consequently, the probability of con-
tact between graphite particles was higher and therefore its value
of resistivity decreases. A more important effect of ABG1010 can be
found in the partially dried measurements. Logically, samples with
a conductivity ruled by their electrolytic component may be more
sensitive to humidity changes. In Fig. 4 a systematic resistivity
increase was observed for all samples (especially if 2939APH was
used). The only exception was the dosage with 10% of ABG1010,
which maintained the same conductivity (808 vs. 802 Ohm�cm).
Hence, ABG1010 was proven efficient to create more stable electric
conduction, and would be used to prepare hybrid composites.

The next step of the research was to explore the possibilities of
hybrid additions of CNT and GP, in order to improve the electrical
properties of the composites, and their functional applications
(strain sensing in this case). Binary combinations of 1%CNT and
5%GP were prepared and tested in different situations, just like
the aforementioned samples with only GP addition. The objective
of applying these materials as strain sensors requires that the elec-
trical response of the material were as stable as possible in time.
Hence, in this case, the electrical conductivity was measured after
one and two months of natural drying in laboratory conditions.
Fig. 5(a) includes the results of a control sample without any
conductive admixture, and two batches with 1%CNT and 5%GP
(both graphite types were tested). The resistivity of the control
sample was the highest value at all conditions, and was highly
increased during the drying process. The dosage with 2939APH
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was capable of improving slightly the material’s conductivity, but
was still experiencing a linear increase over time. The most suit-
able addition was the combined use of CNT and ABG1010, which
confirmed the conclusions drawn in Fig. 4. The electrical resistivity
of a composite with 1%CNT and 5%ABG1010 showed a resistivity
value below 300 Ohm�cm, even it decreased slightly when drying
and was stabilized at 250 Ohm�cm approx. This conductivity stabil-
ity of cement composites with time has been previously observed
in dosages with strong electronic conduction, e.g. using carbon
fibers as conductive enhancer [40]. Based on these results,
ABG1010 was confirmed as the GP type to prepare the hybrid com-
posites combined with CNT.
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One final change was tested in the design of the hybrid compos-
ite, which comprised the effect of reducing the w/c ratio from 0.5 to
0.4, and checking if CNT dosage could be reduced even more with-
out significant resistivity increase. Fig. 5(b) includes the time evolu-
tion of the resistivity of three batches (control without additions,
0.5%CNT + 5%GP and 1%CNT + 5%GP). The dosage with only 0.5%
CNT improved only a little the conductivity of the control dosage
in saturated conditions (from 1966 Ohm�cm to 1122 Ohm�cm),
but was stable to during drying and did not suffer the resistivity
increase shown by the control batch. The stable resistivity value
around 1100 Ohm�cm could be interesting for some functional
applications. On the other hand, the dosage with 1%CNT and 5%
(c)
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GP was the most conductive of all tested in this research, 53
Ohm�cm after two-months drying. The reduction of w/c ration from
0.5 to 0.4 led to composites with higher conductivity, as the elec-
trolytic component of conductivity is limitedwith lower water con-
tent and the electronic conduction given by CNT and GP prevails.

3.2. Self-sensing behavior of hybrid CNT and GP cement pastes

After the preliminary resistivity study, only one dosage was
selected due its combined low resistivity value and its time
stability when drying in laboratory conditions. Therefore, all the
following results regarding the strain sensing characterization
and the effect of temperature and moisture changes, would be
referred to a cement paste with 1% of CNT and 5% of ABG1010
(with respect to cement mass) and a water to cement ratio of 0.4.

Fig. 6 includes the first strain-sensing test results when loads
were applied in a different pattern (cyclic and static). In Fig. 6(a)
cyclic loads were applied at a constant 200 N/s loading rate, while
the test in Fig. 6(b) comprised different load levels in which each
stress was maintained for 180 s. The maximum stress in the cyclic
test was 4.06 MPa (equivalent to an axial force of 6.5 kN), and the
steps in the second test were fixed at 0.94 MPa (1.5 kN), 2.19 MPa
(3.5 kN), 4.06 MPa (6.5 kN), 5.94 MPa (9.5 kN) and 8.13 MPa (13.0
kN). During both tests, the electrical current was fixed at 1 mA
while the changes in the resistance were monitored. In the time
history functions in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) the evolution of the elec-
trical resistance follows the pattern of the induced longitudinal
strains, and both of them were totally reversible when unloading.
In Fig. 6(c) both responses have been compared, but this time frac-
tional changes of resistance versus longitudinal strains were repre-
sented, in which the gage factor (GF) can be directly obtained with
a linear regression analysis (represented as a dark dashed line).
Both tests presented a very similar behavior, with an average GF
of 12.8 (cyclic load) and 15.0 (static load). This slight difference
can be explain by the difference in the maximum stress, which in
the static test was twice the value of the cyclic test. Similar
increases in GF for progressively higher load levels had been previ-
ously reported [13,14]. Some points in Fig. 6(c) corresponding to
the static test did not adjust to the overall behavior. These data cor-
respond to measurements taken during the loading between differ-
ent steps, which was made at a much higher loading rate affecting
the electrical–mechanical correlation at those particular points.

Before further analysis, Eqs. (2) to (4) were applied to quantify
the fraction of the strain sensing response that could be justified
Fig. 7. Effect of dimensional changes on the strain sensing response: (a) time evolutio
geometrical deformations for different Poisson’s ratios; (b) ratio between the theoretica
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by dimensional changes (i.e. longitudinal contraction and trans-
verse elongation for a longitudinal compressive stress). Fig. 7(a)
compares the experimental resistance change measured in a cyclic
loading test and the equivalent with the changes obtained from
the aforementioned equations. In this case the Poisson’s ratio of
thematerial was undetermined, so three different values have been
represented, first the limit values of 0 and 0.5 and a typical value for
cement materials like 0.2. Nonetheless, the ratios between the the-
oretical and experimental values for each Poisson’s ratio have been
represented in Fig. 7(b), and the average electrical response that
could have been justified due to dimensional changes was approxi-
mately 10% of the total response observed in the strain sensing tests.

A preliminary calibration process was made to control if the
material’s response was stable under different combinations of
maximum stress (4.06 and 8.13 MPa) and loading rate (100, 200
and 400 N/s). Fig. 8 includes all the resistance change vs. longitudi-
nal strain for the combinations of both variables. In general, all tests
resulted in a similar behavior with an average GF of 14.1 ± 1.4,
whichwas obtained by linear regression of the data of each test sep-
arately. In addition, there was the aforementioned effect of the
maximum load level, with GF of 13.0 for a 6.5 kN load and 15.2
for 13 kN. Similar trends in GF with increasing loads have been
reported in [13,14].
n of the experimental measure and the theoretical resistance changes related to
l and experimental resistance changes.
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3.3. Effect of temperature in the strain-sensing response

The next step in the strain sensing characterizationwas to estab-
lish the influence of the environmental conditions in the response
of the hybrid composites with 1% CNT and 5% ABG1010. First, the
influence of the temperature was studied between 0 �C and 60 �C.
Table 3 summarizes the relevant parameters in tests made on dif-
ferent days, in which samples were kept in ambient temperature,
and then tested as shown in Fig. 2. Only one heating or cooling ramp
was made each day, and after the strain sensing tests, samples
returned naturally to ambient temperature. There was a very slight
resistivity increase with temperature, from 43.7 Ohm�cm at 0 �C to
45.7 Ohm�cm at 60 �C. In other work, also no significant changes in
the conductivity were reported in the interval between 50 and
115 �C [21]. The mechanical response was similar in all tests, with
elastic modulus between 23 and 26 GPa (discarding any structural
damage during the loading or heating processes). However, there
were severe changes in the strain sensing response and the GF at
60 �C was four times the GF at 0 �C. A clear increasing trend was
observed in the GF upon heating, especially in the last temperature
Table 3
Effect of temperature on different electromechanical parameters during strain sensing tes
linear regression.

Temperature Electrical resistivity (Ohm�cm) E

0 �C 43.70 2
20 �C 43.80 2
40 �C 44.18 2
60 �C 45.70 2
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level. No specific measure was taken to avoid moisture interchange
between samples and the environment. In prior research [41], 60 �C
was determined to be a turning point for this moisture changes, and
during self-heating tests it was observed that pore-water in cement
materials could undergo a change of state and begin to evaporate.
This modification of the pore solution may have affected the bal-
ance between electrolytic and electronic conductions, enhancing
the strain-sensing performance of samples after small drying
[22,42,43]. In addition, according to Shifeng et al. [44], temperature
may increase the tunneling effect in the range below 100 �C,
because electrons transform heat energy to kinetic energy. Beyond
the limit of 100–130 �C internal pore pressure due to increasing
water vapor resulted in higher resistivity values. In our case, sam-
ples were heated to amaximum temperature of 60 �C, with the con-
sequent surface drying. Therefore, electron’s mobility was
increased because of better electronic conduction and tunneling
effect, which may have resulted in the enhanced strain-sensing
response at said temperatures.

Fig. 9 summarizes the experimental results of strain sensing
tests, made in samples under a progressive heating or cooling pro-
ts: electrical resistivity, elastic modulus, gage factor and R2 Pearson coefficient of the

lastic modulus (GPa) Gage Factor R2

6.2 14.3 0.968
6.0 17.4 0.971
3.6 22.3 0.975
3.1 58.8 0.888
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or tests made on cement pastes with 1%CNT and 5%GP at temperatures between 0 �C
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cess. In these experiments, all temperature levels were tested on
the same day as shown in the temperature curves. Once the
temperature on the surface of the sample was stabilized to the tar-
get value the strain sensing test was carried out, and heating–cool-
ing continued afterwards. The response of the samples in the
heating set, Fig. 9(a), was almost identical to the individual tests
reported in Table 3. In this sequence, samples were cooled to
0 �C and heated after in 20 �C steps up to a maximum temperature
of 60 �C. The gage factor and linearity (R2 coefficient) of the
response were maintained. Only the sample at 60 �C seemed to
present a small non-linear effect, but the linear regression function
still presented a R2 value of 0.89. On the other hand, the response
was quite different when samples were first heated to 60 �C and
then progressively cooled to 0 �C, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The GF
for a 60 �C temperature was similar to the corresponding values
in Fig. 9(a) and Table 3. However, the response at lower tempera-
tures have been drastically modified (GF values in the range of
14–22 were increased to 43–56, and linearity was also slightly
Fig. 10. Strain sensing tests (resistance change and strain vs. time) of cement pastes wit
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reduced). The combined effect of moisture and temperature should
be discussed at this point. First, tests were controlled based on the
surface temperature of the specimens, but there was a gradient
between the outer and inner temperatures. The measurementss
of three thermocouples were represented in the temperature time
history functions of Fig. 9. One corresponded to the air temperature
inside the chamber, other to the surface temperature of the speci-
men, and the last one to the temperature of the central point of the
sample. When the ambient had reached the target temperature for
the strain sensing tests, it was maintained for 10 min approxi-
mately until the surface temperature was equal to the air temper-
ature. At that point, there was actually a small gradient with the
core of the sample, which was smaller when heating, and higher
when cooling. Nonetheless, this temperature difference was
always below 2 �C at the beginning of the strain sensing tests.
Therefore, the change in the behavior of samples at 40 �C and
below should not be only temperature related, as those tempera-
ture changes between Fig. 9(a) and (b) did not seem significant.
h 1%CNT and 5%GP (w/c = 0.4) at different saturation degrees between 100% and 0%.



Fig. 11. Effect of drying (expressed as the water saturation degree) on different
electromechanical and functional variables measured in strain sensing tests on
cement paste with 1%CNT and 5%GP (type ABG1010). All tests were made at
ambient temperature after drying inside an electric oven at 40 �C, 50 �C or 100 �C.
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The difference between both sets of tests may have been in mois-
ture changes in the skin of the samples, which as stated above may
occur at temperatures � 60 �C. The aforementioned effects on the
electronic/electrolytic conductions and tunneling effects may be
related to the drying of the cement matrix rather than the temper-
ature of the composite. Nonetheless, the overall mass changes dur-
ing the tests were small, and so were the total modification of the
saturation degree of the material. In the next stage of this work, the
isolated effect of water content changes on the strain sensing
response was studied, in order to uncouple it from the influence
of the temperature in the phenomenon. However, samples in the
temperature study were in especially sensitive humidity condi-
tions, in which significant GF variations may be produced with
small moisture modifications, as it will be discussed further on.

3.4. Effect of the water saturation degree in the strain-sensing
response

In order to study the effect of the moisture content on the
response of the composites, after being saturated, samples were
progressively dried in controlled conditions. First, they were put
in an electric oven at 40 �C, after at 50 �C (together with vacuum
drying), and finally they were completely dried at 100 �C. During
this process, the mass loss was controlled to determine the water
saturation degree (SD), and the electrical resistivity and strain-
sensing response was measure at each point. Before making any
electrical measure, samples were kept in a desiccator with silica
gel to cool, and were tested at ambient temperature, to avoid any
temperature related effects. Fig. 10 includes the resistance change
and longitudinal strain time-functions for eight different satura-
tions degrees during this process. All of them showed an electrical
response that could be correlated to the mechanical induced
strains, unlike other composites with carbon fibers in which water
saturated specimens didn’t show a proper behavior [45]. However,
in some points, obvious non-linear effects were registered, like in
the test at 54% SD.

A detailed analysis of the results of all strain sensing tests at dif-
ferent SD can be found in Fig. 11. First, the electrical resistance pre-
sented a linear decreasing trend as the composite was drying, as
shown in Fig. 11(a). The low resistance value (<30 Ohm) was a
remark of the prevalence of the electronic conduction, which is
by nature less affected by humidity changes in the matrix. In other
works, there was a clear increase in samples’ resistivity upon dry-
ing, but they were less conductive composites [21,46]. In order to
achieve the total removal of internal moisture, the temperature
of the oven was progressively increased. Therefore, the elastic
modulus could give an idea of the structural integrity of the mate-
rial exposed to those temperature levels. Also in Fig. 11(a) the evo-
lution of the elastic modulus showed that after the first 24 h at
100 �C (to decrease SD below 20%) the elastic modulus decreased
from 15 GPa to 10 GPa. There were several cracks on the materials
surface after this temperature exposure, which should be consid-
ered in the interpretation of the strain sensing tests. Fig. 11(b) pre-
sents the sensitivity (GF) and linearity (R2 coefficient) of all strain
sensing tests made at ambient temperature. In this case, the GF has
been represented as the relative gage factor with respect to the
value of the saturated composite. The existence of a maximum
GF value corresponding to an optimal SD has been reported also
in other works with different materials [43,45]. In this case, there
was an initial increase, in which GF was almost four times the sat-
urated specimen’s value. The maximum GF was obtained for a 71%
SD, for example in [45] the optimum SD was around 50%. After that
point the GF begun to decrease, even to relative values below 1. But
also the linearity (R2 Pearson coefficient) of the linear regression
between the resistance change and the strain was affected. For sat-
uration degrees higher than 65% the R2 values were always > 0.95,
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while drier samples presented values between 0.70 and 0.83, in
most cases. There was another change of the GF trend after sam-
ples had been exposed to 100 �C, in which high GF were measured
again. Fig. 11(c) shows the two variables responsible for the GF
value, the resistance change of the material (DR/R0) and the longi-
tudinal strain. The higher values measured during the whole strain
sensing test for both magnitudes have been represented in Fig. 11
(c). Hence, an increase in DR/R0 would mean a higher GF, while
higher strain values would refer to a reduced GF. In all measure-
ments made during the 40 �C and 50 �C drying phases the changes
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in GF could be directly related to the effect on the material’s con-
ductivity. As confirmed by the elastic modulus, the mechanical
response of the material was not affected by temperature exposure
and the level of strain was similar in all tests. Therefore, the
changes in the gage factor respond to the aforementioned effects
on the electronic or tunneling effect conductions. However, after
a 100 �C exposure, the material was damaged (as shown by the
decrease in elastic modulus) and the longitudinal strains were
higher. Instead of a GF loss, it was increased because the change
of resistance was highly affected. In that case, the electrolytic con-
duction had been totally removed, and the electrical response may
have been magnified because the CNT had to act as bridges in all
the internal cracks developed by temperature exposure. This
higher sensitivity of dry specimens (0% humidity content) has been
also recently reported in cement mortar with the addition of car-
bon nanofibers [46]. From the point of view of discrete sensors
embedded or attached to a regular structure, the loss of mechanical
performance (elastic modulus) may not be a problem. Neverthe-
less, if bulk sensing behavior of complete structural elements
wanted to be developed, the first peak at higher internal humidity
would be preferable. On the other hand, the magnified electrical
response of a damaged material (cracked after 100 �C drying)
may led to high-sensitive materials when this cracks are
mechanical-stress related instead of thermal exposure, and could
be a suitable damage sensing material.

4. Conclusions

Different hybrid cement composites made with a combined
addition of carbon nanotubes (CNT) and graphite products (GP)
were prepared in order to develop strain sensors and test their
response under different environmental conditions (temperature
and humidity). After the selection of the conductive additions (type
and dosage), strain sensing tests were performed at controlled tem-
perature conditions, and after samples had been progressively dried
tomodify their water saturation degree. Once all tests and the anal-
yses presented above, the following conclusions may be drawn to
summarize the most significant findings of the present study:

1. Percolation of CNT was observed for additions higher than 1.0%.
When CNT and GP were combined, the hybrid composite could
present resistivity values stable with time and humidity
changes related to exposure to laboratory conditions for several
months. When ABG1010 addition was the selected GP addition,
the hybrid composite presented resistivity values between 50
and 75 Ohm�cm. Regarding the electrical resistance, the capac-
ity of both CNT and GP (ABG1010) to act as electronic conduc-
tors in a cement matrix was observed.

2. In the stress levels tested in this research, cement paste speci-
mens with 1%CNT and 5%ABG1010 showed good strain sensing
properties, with a constant response regardless of the loading
rate or maximum stress applied.

3. A temperature increase (between 0 �C and 60 �C) led to higher
gage factor values in strain sensing tests. The sequence of test-
ing may affect the strain sensing response of the material. If
samples were tested after cooling from a prior higher tempera-
ture, the surface drying made during the first test still had influ-
ence in the second, resulting in bigger gage factor than
expected.

4. When samples were subjected to a drying process, three differ-
ent stages in the strain sensing response were distinguished.
Initial drying of water saturated specimens led to an increased
gage factor value until an optimal saturation degree of 70%
approximately. Afterwards the electrical response of the mate-
rial was reduced and non-linear effects appeared. In this stage,
10
gage factor values were reduced even below the initial value of
the saturated composite. Finally, after exposure to 100 �C, the
material was damaged as shown by lower elastic modulus of
elasticity. However, the gage factor was increased favored by
an overall crack distribution because the thermal exposure.
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